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THE BROADBAND ELECTROSTATIC NOISE IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETOTAIL-

L. GOMBEROFF1

A brief history of the broadband electrostatic noise in the Earth's magnetotail is
presented. The most important aspects which led to the pr€sent understanding of
hese emissions in ûerms of a combination of several insta¡ilities are discuss€d. An
T44"ut a¡4noach to ttrc ion-acoustic and ion-ion acoustic instabilities is given.
It is shown, in particular, that the ion-ion acoustic instability is a reeonant kinetic
t'¡pe instability. Althorrgh the broadband electrostatic noise seems to be fairly well
understood, some problems still unsolved are briefly discussed.

RUIDO ELETROST.Á.TICO DE BANDA LARGA NA MAGNETOCAU-
DA DA TERRA - Apresenta-se um breve histórico do rufdo eletrrostlltico de
banda larga na magnetocauda da Terra. são discutidos os aspectos mais impor-
tantes que levaram à atual corryxeensão dessas emissões em termos de u-a dom-
binagão de várias instabilidades. É feito 'm trata¡nento ¡nalftico das instabilidades
ion-acústica e ion-ion acrfstica. Mostra-se que a instabilidade ion-ion acústica é do
tipo cinético r€ssonante. E¡nbora o rufdo eletrostático de banda ampla pa¡ece ser
be'm coryreendido, ainda existem alguns problemas não resolvidos, q"ä sao aqui
discutidos.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, to
make a review of the main development which led to
our present understanding of the broadband
electrostatic noise (BEN) observed in the plasma sheet
boundary layer (PSBL) ild, second, to rnake a
detailed analytical study of the ion-ion acoustic
instability, which is believed to be one of several
instabilities involved in the generation of the BEN.

The ion-ion acoustic instability has been the
subject of several studies (Forslund & Shonk, 1970;
Grabbe & Eastman, 1984; Omidi, 1985; Akimoto &
Ornidi, 1986; Dusenbury & Lyons, 1985; Gary &
Omidi, 1987>. Most of tbese studies are based on
numerical solutions of the exact dispersion relation,
and, although the main properties of the ion-ion
acoustic insøbility arre fairly well understood, there
are still some questions concerning its nature. Thus
while some authors claim that it is a fluid like
insøbility (Omidi & Akimoto, 1988), others think that
it is a resonant kinetic like instability (Dusenbery,
1988).

The analytical method developed here leads to a
system of coupled equations, which describes both the
ion-acoustic and the ion-ion acoustic instabilities. A
priori, it is difficult to separate tlre effects leading to
each one of the instabilities. ffowever, when the
equations a¡e complemented \{rith the marginal
instability condition, the effects leading to each
instability can be clearly discerned. The method shows
unambigously that the ion-ion acoustic instability is
due to Landau kinetic effects.

The paper is organized in the following way: In
Section II a brief history of the BEN is pr€sent. In
Section nI an analytical approach to ion beam
instabilities is develo'ped. In Section ry the
conclusions arc summarized and discussed.

II.I H¡STORICAL R.BVIEW

In Fig. I we show a very schematic picûre of the
magnetosphere. The region of intcrest is the , PSBL,
which is the layer that scparates the northern and
southern lobe regions from the central plasma sheet
region.
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Figurc l. Sctpmatic cross s€ction of the earth's
magnetosphere illustrating the generation region
of the BEN. (Adapted from Dusenbury & Lyons,
1985).

scarf et al. (1974) and Gurnen et al. (1976)
analysing data from IMP 7 and IMP 8 satellites
res¡rctively, discovered strong broadband elecEostatic
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noise \rhen the satellites crossed from the southern
lobe to the northern lobe. These \ilaves have a
brodband frequency structure with frequencies ranging
ftom lO Hz to about 1O ktlz. They are most intense
and frequent in the PSBL but they have also been
observed in the lobe regions and in the central plasma
sheet region.
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Figure 2. Spectral density vs. frequency spectrum of the
BEN for two positions of the satellite. (Adapted
from Grabbe & Eastman, 1984).

In Fig. 2, we show the frequency spectrum of the
BEN as a function of the spectral density when the
satellite was in the southern lobe region (lower curve)
and at a later time when it was in the PSBL. The
spectrum has a typical V - shape consisting of many
burst lasting a few seconds to several minufes.

It is widely recognized that processes taking
place in the distant magnetotail play an important role
in the interaction between the sola¡ wind and the
magnetosphere. Moreover, the intense plasma heating,
which takes place in the central plasma sheet region, is
believed to be due to the merging of oppositely
di¡ected magnetic fields into one or more x-type
neutral lines, with the subsequent conversion of
magnetic field energy into kinetic energy. Due to the
fact ttrat the plasma is highly collisionless, an
anomalous resistivity mechanism is required to explain
these processes. It is believed that the BEN can play
an important role in providing this anomalous resitivity
mechanism.

The first attempts ûo explain the BEN go back to
1977, wlrcn Ashour-Abdalla & Thorne proposed an n
+ ll2 electrostatic ion-cyclotron hamronic instability
as the basic mechanism for the BEN. This insøbility is
generated by a loss cone distribution function.
However the instabilþ is quenched when the electron
temlterature is of the order of and larger than 10 eV
ild, as we shall see, in the BEN the electron
tem¡rerature ranges between 20O eV and 500 eV. Thus,
this instability cannot generate the BEN.

A year laûer, Huba et al. (1978), proposed the
lower hybrid drift insøbility as the basic rnechanism
for the BEN. This instability is generated by density
gradients and has an upper ft,equency cutoff which lies
well within the BEN. Therefore, this instability cannot
explain the BEN either, or at least, it cannot be
responsible for all the waves in the BEN.

Later analysis on ISEE I satelliæ data showed
the presence of energetic ion beams in the PSBL. The
beams tend to fall into two classes. The first class
consists of single beams propagating towards the Earth
along the magnetic field lines with velocities ranging
from 103 up to 1.8 x 103 km/s. The second class
beams consists of counterstreaming beams propagating
towards the Earth and away from the Earttr with
velocities ranging from 70O up to l50O km/s.

The plasma composition in the PSBL is as
follows:
1. Energetic ion beams with energies ranging from 1

to more than 40 keV, and densities between O.l a¡rd
0.8 nq, where no is fhe total electron density.

2. I.ow energy ions with tem¡reratures ranging
between 50-100 eV and densities betwæn O.1 and
0.8 no.

3. High temperatut€ electrons with temperatures
between 2OG50O eV and densities between 0.5 up
to 1.0 no. When the hot electron density is less than
no, a cold electron component seems to be present
- most probably of ionospheric origin - and, as we
shall see, it may play an important role in the
generation of the BEN.

II.2 ATTEMPTS AT EXPLAINING THE BEN
BY ION BEAM INSTABILITIES

The presence of ion beams in the PSBL led
Grabbe & Eastman (1984) to assume that the BEN
could be due to ion-beam instabilities. To this end,
they used the dispersion relation for electrostatic
waves in a homogeneous plasma in the presence of an
external magnetic field:
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where k is the wavenumber, the sum over tr is over all
plasma components, wp' is the plasrna frequency of
species cr, Jo is the Be'ssel ñrnction of ordei o, fio i,
the gyro@uency of species c and kV ¡s ìhe
component of the wave vcctor along the, magnetic
field.

Considering Maxweliän distribution functions
for the hot electrons and the low energy ion_core, and
a drifting Maxwellian for the ion-beam, Grabbe &
Fastman (1984) obøined the following dispersion
relation:

2w'zWw
e

-k2 s.2-rzcryt

neglected since q is much smaller than the
frrequencies in the B-EN. However for ths electrons,
rnagnetic effects cannot be æglected becausc O" lies
within the BEN.

From eq. (2), Grabbe & nàstman (19g4)
calculated the growth rate of the waves, which result
is shown in Fig. 3, where the growth raæ lnormalized
ûo the electron plasma ûequency) versus the real
frequency which is also norrnalized ûo the electron
plaqma frequency, is shoum for various propagation
angles. The fasûest growing ryaves oc"* -for 

paraUel
propagation, and then, there is a steady decrease of the
maximum growth rate for larger and larger angles. The
unstable frequency range extends from-about 1ù3 up
ûo 19-1 în", p !!at rhere is a broadband frequency
spectn¡m like the BEN.

There ar€, horrever, two major shortcomings in
the C¡rabbe and Eastman's model. First, the high
frequency cutoff in the BEN goes up to and sornetiæs
.b{"ld w*, and second, alrready Gurnett etal. (lg16)
had obseri'ed that the fastest growing $raves p-puguÉ
in a direction perpendicular to tne nagnetic neld
(within obsen¡ational errors of about 2Oo). Grabbe &
F'astman (1984) attributed the differences to wave
propagation effects.

However, Omidi (19g5) showed that:
1. Grabbe & Eastman (19g4) rnade a mistake in the

derivation of the dispersion relation.
2. T\e magnetic field has no influence on the BEN.
3. The fastest growing waves propagate in a direction

of 75o with respect to the magnetic field, in a very
good agreenrcnt with the observations.

The mistake made by Grabbe & Eastman (19g4)
lies in the argument of the last function in eq. (2),
where they wrote kV instead of k. However, as for
parallel propagating'waves k7, : k, the results of
Omidi (1985) a¡e the same îor waves propagating
parallel or almost parallel to the beam direction.

The results of Omidi (1995) are su¡n¡narizÊd, n
Fig. 4, whe¡e we can appreciate ttrat the maximum
g¡owth rate decreases with increasing angle until 0 :
600. Thereafter, the growttr raæ increases again
reaching its largest value at 0 : Z5o.

Just by looking at the behaviour of the gowttr
rate, one realizes that it canrtot be the result ofjust one
instability. In 1986, Akimoto & Omidi showed that the
growth rate of Fig. 4 is in fact the results of two
instabilities. The instability which peaks ^t Oo
corresponds to the well known ion-acoustic instability
and it is due to the relative drift between the electrons
and the ion background. The other instability peaks at
an angle with the beam direction, and it is due to the
relative drift between the ion-core and the ion-beam.
The latter insøbility is called the ion-ion acoustic
instability.

In 1986, Catæl & Moznr showed that the peak in
\ilave power spectrum occrus near the lower hybrid
instability with a steady de¡rease in wave power up to
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where Z is the plasma dispersion function of Fried &
Conte (1961), Z' in tbe last two tenns is the first
derivative of the plasma dispersion function, the In are
the modified Bessel functions, and o" with / : 

",-i, 
b

the thermal velocities of the elechõns ion-core and
ion-beam respectively.

The magnetic effects on the ions have been
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Figure 3. Growth rate vs. frequency both normalized to
wpe, as obtained by Grabbe & Eastman (19g4).
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Figure 4. Growth rat€ vs. frequency both normalized to
*p" ^ obtained by Omidi (1985).

and beyond the electron plasrna frequency. This fact

led them to suggest that the BEN is a combination of
instabilities with the lower hybrid drift instability (first

proposed by Huba et al., 1978) being responsible for
O"lo* frequency part of the BEN and the ion-beam

instabilities (first proposed by Grabbe & Eastmari'

198a) beþg responsible for the high ftequency part of
the BEN.

Shortly after that, Cattel et al. (1986) discovered

strong density and rnagnetic field gradients in the

PSBi grving strong support to the suggestion of Cattel

&ili'l.ornr (f986).
In 1985, Etcheto & Saint-Marc discovered that

when the hot electron density in the PSBL is less than

one, there is a cold electron component probably of
ionospheric origin. Before this discovery, Grabbe

(1985) trying to find a mechanism to enhance the high
ftequency cut-off of the ion-beam instabilities, rcalized

that the addition of a¡r even very small aÍiount of cold

electrons can largely enhance the high frequency

cutoff.
In Fig. 5 the results found by Grabbe (1987) are

summarized. The plasma model is the same one

considered by Grabbe & Eastman (1984) with a

minority cold electron component of about wo of the

total electron density. As it can be seen, even such

small amount of cold electrons almost doubles the high

frequency cutoff. The marimum growth mte of the

ion-acoustic insøbility is also largely increased.

Without cold electrons, the largest growth rate is of the

order of 2 x LO'a (see Fig. 4) while with cold electrons

the order is of 7 x 1O-3. There is no effect of the cold
electrons on the ion-ion acoustic instability. However,
if the cold electron density is increased, then there is

The broadband electrostdtic noíse ín the earth's magnetotail

an incteasing stabilization of tbe ion-ion acoustic

instabiüty. For a 1O7o amount of cold electrons, the

high ftequency cutoff reaches a value of about O'5

woe. An additional increase of cold electrons

stäbil¡'es the ion-ion acoustic rnode.
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Figure 5. Growth rat€ vs. frequency both normalized to
- *o" for on rl = 0'01 concentration of cold

elêctrons.

In 1987, Schriver & Ashour-Abdalla showed tbat

the addition of cold electrons introduces new

instabilities into de system. The new instabilities a¡e

due to the relative drift between the cold electrons and

the ion beam. They receive different names depending

on whether the new instabilities a¡e fluid type or

kinetic type. In the first case, the instability is the

Buneman instabilitiy and in the second case, the

electrcn-acoustic and the beam resonant instabilities'
Thus, it seems to be fairly well established that

the BEN is a combination of instabilities with the low
frequency part being controlled by the lower hybrid
drift insøbility, and the high frequency part by

ion-beam instabilities.
Except for the ion-acoustic instability, all other

ion'beam instabilities have been studied by using

numerical methods, and although they are fairly well
understood, it would be convenient to have an even

deeper understanding of them, because electrostatic

insøbilities associated to ion-beams have been

observed in a number of regions of the Earth's
magnetosphere (Gallagher, 1985; Gurneu & Frank'
1.977; Paschmann et a1., 1982), as well as in other
ptanetary rnagnetospheres (Moses et al., 1985; Gumett
d d., 1981), and in the interplanetary shock (Scarf et

al., L97O; Gurneú et al., 1979b). Moreover, the BEN
itself has also been observed in the Earth's foreshock
(Anderson et al., 1981; Formisano & Torbert' 1982;

Gresillon et î1., 1975; Paschman e¡ 41., L982;

Thomsen, 1985), interplanetary shock (Kennel et al',
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(4)

lg82>, and in tho solar wind (Gurneü & Frank' 19/E;

Gr¡rnett et al., lfl9a; Kurth a, a1,,1979; lvfanch et al.'
1982).

Thtu, in tbe next Sectio'n a detailed sûtdy of
ionåeam instabilities with special in the

im-ion acq¡stic inetability is presented.

III. ANALYTTC/\L APPROACH TO ION
BEAM INSTABILITTES

l.ct u8 considsr the electrostatic dispersion
relatim fø waves propagating in a homogeneoug
plasma in the absencc of the rnagnetic field:

given by Gary (1970, lyll) who showed that the
magnetic field can be neglectcd when (k7 açlOJ >
4. Sr¡ch condition is eacily æt in thÊ PSBL.

Assuming l\daxwellian distribution fr¡nctbns for
úÊ elect¡rons and the ion-core, and a drifting
lvtaxwcllian fø the ion beam, eq. (3) yiclde:

t:i+z'(Ë,.Ëþ

* *ñb 
7, ¡w ik¿u-¡

k2 s.2 ' Kab

z'( Eõi )+

r - ¡ *J d'" t(Ëgg) / (w - Ê. Ð1 (3)

The exþrn¡l magnetic field has been neglected
bocauso, as we have seen, Omidi (1985) has shown
that tbe magnetic field has no effect on the BEN. The
acü¡al oondition for neglecting the magnetic field was

and

! : -2 rtu coe o)/cal -ffi +S +

-+# [(u cos 6¡lcte)5 (t - xty)z exp [- (t - xty)z] [(u cos 0)/c612

- 1ffi [(u cos o)/c¡ls (xty)2exp { - [(x u cos 0)/ycr¡]2]

This is a sirple dispersion rclation with the first
tÊrm rc,presenting tbe electrons, the second tbe
ion-corc, and the third the ion-beam. Moreover, eirce
in the PSBL (w/kca) << 1, (w/kci) ) I, aod (w -
k2U)lko¡ >
oþansion of the plasma dispersion ñ¡nctio¡r in the first
term, and the asymptotic expansion in the other terms,
to obtain the following:

(s)

(6)

(7>

w¡sVn x t(U cos 0/csl3 F(x,y)
' ôqU l(l - xty)2 - ôr¡¡/(x/y)2

ò : ff , îb :ä, n, :*, x : wr/woe n Y : kvtJtwpe

where

F(x,y) : eXp { - t(* u cos O)/yct.l2} + ôti lo,.to,i)2 exp [(x u cos 0)/yctil2

+ ôqu (a"/cr6)3 (1 - y/x) exp { - l0 - xty)21[(U cos 0)/cri]2]
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Equations (5) and (6) constituæ a system of
algebraic coupled equations which are not very
rcvealing. In the case of the ion-acoustic instability the
last two terms in eq. (5) are negligible and the systern
becornes uncoupled. Nevertheless this is not so in the
case of the ion-ion acoustic instability; thereforre, the
situation becomes more corylex. However, we shall
show that when the system of equations is
complemented with the marginal instability condition,
it provides a siryle way ûo s€parate each one of the
two unstable modes lrr€sent in the sysûem.

Notice that when the function F(xÐ is equal to
zero, the growth rate given by eq. (6) is also zero.
Consequently, the condition for marginal instability is
F(x,y) : O. Equatims (5) and (6) are a¡rproximate
equations obtained by using the asyrnptotic and ¡rower
series expansion of the plasrna dispersion function.

The broadband electrostatíc noíse ín the earth's magnetotaíl
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However, the condition for marginal instability is an
exact relation which can be eþtainç{ by sefring I : 0
in eq. (4). Notice that eq. (7) is the sum of the
ex¡ronential factors of the plasma dispersion function
of each of the plasma components, and it can be equal
tÐ zßro only if y > x. Otherwise, there are no
solutions of the equation F(x,y) : 0. Thus, a
neÆessary condition for instability is that the drift
velocity should be larger than tbe parallel phase
velocity.

Since the electrons in the PSBL satisfy (wn<qel

throughout the unstable ftrequency rarige. The
behaviour of the ion-core term (Ð and the ion-beam
term (b) for 0 : @ are shoqm in the u¡ryer pabel of
Fig. 6. The other curves (i') and (b') corres¡nnd ûo the
same tÊrms but for 0 : 75o.

The condition for marginal instability is given by
the intersection of cr¡nre (e) plus curve (i) with currre
(b). We can see that at the point where the electron
term (e) inærs€cts the ion-beam term (b) the ion-core
term is negligible. Due to the fact that the u¡aveo g¡cru/
ûo the left of the intersection, the ion-core term wilt
remain negligibly small as compared with the
electronic term. lYe shall see that the un¡table rcgion
never exûends beyond (x/y) values less than O.5, and
therefore, it is clear that for parallel propagation the
dominant instability is the one dr¡e to the relative drift
between the ion-beam and the electnons, narely, the
ion-acoustic instability.

As the propagation angle incrcases, the ion-cqe
terrn and the ion-beam t€rm open up in such a way that
for 0 : 75o the intersection between the two terms
occurs at a value which is about eight times larger than
the elect¡ron term. Moreover, since the waves grow to
the left of the intersections, the ion-core term becomes
even larger. Therefore, the dominant instability now
corresponds to the ion-ion acoustic instability which is
due to the relative drift between the ion+ore and the
ion-beam.

The growth rate versus the rcal frequency, both
normalized to the electron plasma frequency and
calculaæd from eqs. (5) and (6), æ shown in the
lower panel of Fig. 6. We see that everything (rccrus as
anticipated in very good agreement with the results of
Omidi (1985). The arrows in the upper panel show the
range of unstable ftrequencies for both instabilities. For
the ion-acoustic instability, xly = O.9, which implies
that q = kU. And, for the other insøbility, xty =
0.55, which means that the ion-ion acoustic instabiüty
grows in the rcgime Yp/ = lJl2.

From eqs. (5) and (6) we can se¡e that the
dependence on the drift velocity U and the
propagation angle 0 is always through the product U
cos 0. This fact has immediate consequences on the
behaviour of the growth rate of the instabilities.

In the case of the ion-ion acoustic instability, the
aforernentioned behaviour implies that an increase in
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tbo drift velocity will p,roduce a growth rate identical
to tlp onc slrown in the loWer panel of Fig. 6' but at a

¡pu¡ger angle. Thus, increasing drift velocities lead to
larger and larger angular th¡esholds of the ion-ion
acoustic instability without changing either the
naximum growth rate or the unstable fteqrency rangÞ.

Notice that the angle can beooæ very cloce to 9@,
but it can never be equal to 90o. On üe other hand, a
rpduction of the drifr velocity decreases the angular
threshold of the instability, in such a way that for
sufEciently low drift velocities, the saæ growth raæ
with the saæ maximt¡m value will occÌ¡f, at 0 : @.
Further reduction of ttre beam velocity will quench the
instability. Thus, we conclude that the ion-ion acoustic
instability can dominaæ over thc ion-acoustic
instability at any angle which value depends only on
thc drift velocity.

For the ion-acoustic instability, the dependence
of the groq/ttr rate on the drift velocity and
propagation angle irnplies that increasing drift
velocities will lead to the saræ growth raûe shown in
Fig. 6 for 0 : @, but now, for larger angles.
However, since in this case the instabilþ peaks at
parallel propagation, the conclusion is now that
increasinþ drift velocities enhance both the maximum
growth rate and the high frequency cut off.

We shall demonstrate the same results from a
different view¡nint, but now let us study the behaviour
of the instabilities for deceasing beam temperah¡res.

The effect of decreasing beam temperatures is to
shrhk and increase the height of the beam teml. In
particular, lor z.ero beam temperature tlp ion-beam
term becomes a ô-function at (x/y) : l.

In Fig. 7, we have taken the same plasrna model

. of Fig. 6, but the beam t€rnperature has been reduced
by a factor of almost three. We have considered three
propagation angles, 0 : Oo, 600, 75o. For 0 : @, the
ion-corc term is negligible in the unstable frequency
range and, therefore, the dominant instability is the
ion-acoustic instability. For Q - 75o, at the
intersection of the electron term and the ion-beam
term, tlte ion+ore term is one order of magnitude
srnaller than the other two t€rms. ffowever, as lve
move into the instability region, the ion-core ter¡n
becomes of the same order of the electron term and
eventually ovencomes this term. Therefore, in this
ca!¡e, the instability starts as a branch of the
ion-acoustic instability, but as the instability grows, it
suffers a transition to the ion-ion acoustic instability.

In the lower panel of Fig. 7 the corrcsponding
g¡owth rates ar€ shown. As expecæd, the dominant
mode for 0 : Oo and 6O0 is the ion-acoustic
instability. For 0 : 75o the tranriition from the ion-
acoustic mode to the ion-ion acoustic mode is cleady
seen. There is also a large enhancement of the unstable
frequency range of both modes, and an important
increase of the maximum growttt raf€ of the
ion-acoustic instability.
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Figore 7. T}lre same as Fig. 6 for a colder beam with (U/or6)
: 6.67 and 0 = go (--), 600 (...) and 75o (_).

In Fig. 8, v/e have decrcased the beam
t€mperahrre by a factor of ten relative ûo Fig. 6. The ô
function behaviour of the beam term is already clearly
seen. In this case, we have considered 0 : @, 75o,
85o. For 0 : @, the dominant mode is the ion-
acoustic instability. For 0 : 75o, although at the
intersection of the electron term and the ion-beam
term, the ion+ore term is now three orders of
maguitude less than the electron ûerm, we again expect
to see a transition frorn one mode to the other. For 0 :
85o, the ion-acoustic instabilþ is negligible
thrcughout the unstable frequency range. The
corresponding growth mt€s a¡e shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 8. Everything occurs as expecûed: the
ion-acoustic mode controlling the small angle
propagation, a transition from one mode ûo the other at
0 : 75o, and dominance of the ion-ion acoustic
instability throughout at 0 : 85o. It is inte,resting to
notice thæ the high frequency cutoff is now larger
than the electrron plasma ftrequency. Furthennore the
maximum growth ratþ of the ion-ion acoustic
instability is almost insensitive to a decrease of the
beam temperature, and it leads only to an increase of
the angular threshold of the instability.
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In Fig. 9, we h¡vc decreased the ion-corc
tcryerature by a fætor of tbrce relative to Fig. 6. Tb
ion-core teim flattsns and becores small€r. The
dominant instability for 0 : 75o continr¡es to be the
ion"iø æoustic instability; altbough, tlp maximum
groufh rat€ d€cr€ases by almst one ordcr of
magnitude. This behaviour follows tbc saæ pattern
r¡ntil the ion-c.ore term equals the electron tenn at (x/y)
: 0. rilben this occurs, the ion-ion acoustic instability
is coryletely stabilized, and the growth rat€ becorres
a branch of the ion-acoustic instability for 0 : 75o.

On the other hand, the ion-acoustic instability is
in¡ensitive to ion-core t€ryeratur€ variation once T"
>> T6.

So fæ we have assr¡æd that the ion-core density
is equal to the ion-beam deneity. Let us now study the
effects when varying ion concentrations.
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Figure 8. The same as Fig. 6 for a very cold beam with
(U/cU) : 2 x lO? for 0 = 0o G-), 75o (-), and
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Figure 9. The same as Fig. 6 but for two ion-core
bmperatures, (U/c¡) = 16.61 (-) and (U/c¡) :
5.9 (--), for 0 : 75o.

To this end, in Fig. 10 we start from the plasma
rnodel of Fig. 6 for 0 :75o, and reduce the ion-core
density from r¡¡ : 0.5 to l|i : 0.01. As shown in the
figure, the intersection of the ion-core t€rm and the
ion-beam t€rm goes dorm until it becornes less than
one. Thereforc, we expect that the maximum gfowth
¡ate of the ion-ion acoustic instability will become
smaller and srnaller until the ion-acoustic mode will
dominate. In the lower panel of Fig. 10, the behaviour
of the groulh rate is shown in ærms of decreasing
ion-core density. This decrease of the r¡aximum
growth rat€ is cleæly seen. ThÊ cun¡es which grow in
the region of high frequencies comespond to paratlel
propagation, narnely, the ion-acoustic rnode. For 0 :
75o and r¡¡ : O.01 the growth rate has become a
branch of the ion-acoustic mode in agreerent with the
behaviour anticipated in the upper panel of the figure.
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Figurc 10. (a) Tlp same as Fig. 6 but for varying ion-core- 
densities; tti = 0.5 (-),0.1 (--), and 0.01 (---).
The angle is 0 : 75o. (b) Growth rates vs.

frequency normalized to w* for 0 = 0p G-)
and 75o G).

Figurc 11. (a) The sams as FrC. 1O but for 1i = 0.5 (-)' 0.7
(--), and 0.9 G-t. (b) Growth rates v8.

frequency normalized to wpe. For 0 : 75o (-)
Ii = 9.5, 0.7, 0.9 and for 0'= 0P (--) 1i : 0'6,
0.5' and 0.

From eq. (7), we see that the ion'core term is
multiplied by qi, so that a decrease in r¡i irnplies a

constant shift downwards of the ion-cce tÊrm.

Likewise, an increase in the ion'core density irrylies a

constant shift upwards of the ion-core tenn. The effect
of increasing ioncore density is shown in Fig. 11.

Despite the curve goes up as r¡i increases beyond r¡i :
0.5, the intersection of the beam term goes down'
which irylies that the maximum growth raæ of the

ion-ion acoustic instability decreases until it becomes

again a branch of the ion-acoustic instability, as also

seen in the previous figure. Thus, the conclusion is

that as long as the ion-core is composed by the same

type of ions that the ion-beam, the maximum growth

rate of the ion-ion acoustic instability occurs for r¡i :
Îb : 0.5. The corresponding growth rates ar€ shown

in Oe lower panel of Fig. 11 together with the

behaviour of the growth rate for parallel propagation.

I-et us no\ñ' go back to the effect of varying beam

velocities. In Fig. 12, we consider the sa¡ne plasma

model of Fig. 6 for 0 :7ío,where we have decreased

the beam velocity by a factor of 1O (dashed line)' and

increased the beam velocity by a factor of 1O (dotæd

line). As the drift velocity decreases, the ion'cøc term

flattens and the ion-beam term becomes wider and

wider until it degenerates in the way indicaæd in the

rpper panel of the figure. lVhen this situæion is
reached, both modes are damped since tbe ion-beam
term is larger than the other two throughout the

instability region.
rilhen the drift velocity increases the ion-core

and the ion-beam terms shrink leading ttrereby to a
stabilization of the ion-ion acoustic instability. The
ion-acoustic mode dominates even fø 0 : 75o. This
result is explicitþ illustrat€d in the lower panel of the

figure, where the variation of the growth rate for 0 -
75o in terms of increasing drift velocity is shown. The
rnaximum growth rate decreases until the dríft velocity
becomes 1.75 Uo, and then starts increasing again as a

branch of the ion-acoustic mode.
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Figurc 12. (a) The sane as Fig. 6 fo¡ 0 = 75o. Thedrift
velocity has been increased (---) and reduced
Gl by a factor of 10. (b) Growth rates for

drift velocities from Uo : (U/c6) :
25 to (U/cr$ : 10 Uo.

In Fig. 13, we start by considering the case when
U : 1O Uo for 0 : 75o (fuil line) and increase the
¡rropagation ângle to 0 : 89o, to show that the ion-ion
acoustic instability rcappears at a very large angle.
From the lower panel, lve s€re that the ion-ion acoustic
instability becornes indeed dominant, but at 0 : 89o.
Also, we can see that the growth rate for 0 : B9o is
identical to the growth raæ of Fig. 6 for 0 : Z5o. This
is a consequence of the fact that the dependence on U,
and 0 is always through the product U cos 0, as
explained previously.
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Figure 13. (a) The same as FrC. 6 for (U/crr) : 250 and 0: 75o (-) and 89o G--). (b) crõwth rates for 0
= 600 (--), 75o, and 85o (---).

rV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Section If, we have seen ttnt BEN can be
understood in terrrs of a combination of instabilities
with the low frequency region generated by the lower
lybti¿ drift instability, and the high ftrequency rêgion
by ion beam instabilities.

However, the high frequency cutoff of the BEN
extends up to wo" and sorætiræs even beyond w*.
This fact is difücult to understand, even whent-"
minoritary cold electron component is ass'rrpd to exist
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in tbe PSBL (Cr.ratrbe, 1987>. Moreover, in the
presence of a cold elect¡on cmlronent, ttre fasûcst
gfo\ring sraves propagate iri a directiqr parallel to the
magnetic ñeld in allparent contradiction with the
obsenation which indicaæ thÚ the most intensc lrraves
propagab in ¿ direction almost perpendicular to the
magnetic field (Gurnea û. al., 197 6r.

Another problem conce,ming the BEN haq to do
with the fact that in all trcaænt bascd on a single ion
beam (including the present one), bcam tanperatures
lçgs than actually obs€rved have been used. As slrown
in Sætion Itr (see also Gary & Omidi, f98Z) rbÊ
growth túa of the ion-ion acoustic instability
decreases with increasing ion beam t€Nnperaûrres. For
obs€rrred beam teryeratures in the PSBI4 thc growth
ra¡e would be too rm4ll to account for the
observations. This problem becomes even mor€
dramatic in the Earth's foreshock, where the beam
tenp€raû¡r€s arc too high even to trigger the ion beam
instabilities (Fuselier et al., 1987).

Therefore, we believe tbat these pr,oblems should
be frrttrer investigated.

In Section ffr, lrre have shown that the exact
dispersion relation for ion beam instabilities, eg. (4),
can be approximaæd by eqs. (5) and (6). This has been
done by assuming tllr >> 1. Such an assurqrtion is
justified a posteriori by noticing that maximum growth
ra¡es are at least one order of magnitude less ttun the
corresponding ftequencies. The other assurytions
involved in the derivation of the analytical results
depend on the extemal parameters used. Then, we
showed that eqs. (5) and (6) a¡e in a very good
4greement with exact numerical results (Omidi, l9g5;
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Akimoto & Omidi, f986; Grabbe, l9{I; Gæy &
Omidi, 1984.

Neveftheless, frls. (5) and (6) are not v€ry
revealing in the sense that they describe two Eodes,
and is not easy to selrarate the effæts leading to each
rnode. However, when these equations are
complerented with eq. (Z), the effects leading to each
instability cm be clerly discerned.

In particular, it follor¡rs ftom tbe analysis of
Section m that the naximum growttr rab of the
ion-im acoustic instabitity is about one order of
rnagnihrde larger than the naximum growth ra¡e of the
ion-acoustic instability a¡¡ a conseguenoe of the large
vah¡e of the im-backgrornd I andau term. This result
slrows clearly that the ion-ion acoustic instability is a
r€sonant kinetic t'¡pe instabilþ in agf€eæfú with the
conclusions of Dusenbery & Lyons (l9g5) (soe also
Dusenbery, f988).

Although most of thc prc¡rrties of tbe ion-ion
acoustic instability derived in Section Itr can be found
in the existing literatr¡r€ (Omidi, l9g5; Akimoûo &
Omidi, 1986; Gary & Omidi, l9B7), the ærhod
derived here is new, and it provides a simple way ûo
understand the nature of the tu/o unstable mdes and
their dependence on the various paramet€rs involved.
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